M.F.A. Degree
Interior Design Major
2014/2015 Catalog

Prerequisite Placement Information:
(Institution/ Term/ Transfer crs #)
____________________/_______/_____________  MS 205 Statistics or ED 500 Statistics for Teachers
____________________/_______/_____________  CD 415 Qualitative Research or CD 615 Qualitative Research for Evidence Based Design
____________________/_______/_____________  Advanced CADD & BIM (ex. ID 333/333L)

ID CONTENT:  (22 hours)

Term  Grade  Course #
_______  _______ ID 620 Seminar in Design
_______  _______ Global Issues (Choose from HS 550, HY 800, or Non-Contiguous 48 States travel course.)
_______  _______ ID 624 Experimental Graduate Studio
_______  _______ ID 624L Experimental Graduate Studio Lab

Concentration – choose from Human Environment or Design Environment
_______  _______ _______________________________________
_______  _______ _______________________________________
_______  _______ _______________________________________
_______  _______ _______________________________________ 

EDUCATION:  (16 hours)
_______  _______ NG 750 Teaching Theory & Learning Methods
_______  _______ NG 752 Educational Technology
_______  _______ NG 753 Evaluation of Teaching/Learning
_______  _______ ID 660 Interior Design Classroom Preparation
_______  _______ ID 661 Interior Design Classroom Instruction

RESEARCH/THESIS:  (13 hours)
_______  _______ LB 501 Library Research
_______  _______ ID 700: Research & Design Theory
_______  _______ ID 701 Thesis I
_______  _______ ID 702 Thesis II
_______  _______ ID 703 Thesis III

CAPSTONE:  (3 hours)
_______  _______ ID 748 Portfolio Presentation

This program plan is valid only if the student registers for, and completes, a term at Brenau by summer 2015. If the student defers admission to fall 2015 or after, the student must contact the adviser to be changed to the subsequent catalog.

Student Name _________________________________________
Id No ______________________
S. Phone (w)___________________ (h) ____________________
Adviser ______________________________________________
A. phone _____________________________________________
A. email ______________________________________________

Human Environment Concentration
(Universal and Healthcare)
GT 600 Foundation for Gerontology
GT 623 Physical Aspects of Aging
GT 630 Psychology of Aging
GT 645 Aging in Place
ID 645/645L Healthcare/Institutional Design
PHPO 601 Ethic/Legal Issues in Healthcare

Design Environment Concentration
(Sustainability, Historic Preservation, and Contemporary History)
ES 621 Environmental Science for Teachers
ID 600 Interior Design Practicum
ID 623 Historic Pres/Env. Design
ID 624 Exp. Pres/Env. Design
QL 703 Critical and Creative Thinking.